Read the following extract taken from Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory. It describes some of Wonka’s inventions.
“Oh, what a man he is, this Mr Willy Wonka!” cried Grandpa Joe. “Did you
know, for example, that he has himself invented more than two hundred
new kinds of chocolate bars, each with a different centre, each far
sweeter and creamier and more delicious than anything the other
chocolate factories can make!”
“Perfectly true!” cried Grandma Josephine. “And he sends them to all the
four corners of the earth! Isn’t that so, Grandpa Joe?”
“It is, my dear, it is. And to all the kings and presidents of the world as
well. But it isn’t only chocolate bars that he makes. Oh, dear me, no! He
has some really fantastic inventions up his sleeve, Mr Willy Wonka has!
Did you know that he has invented a way of making chocolate ice-cream so
that it stays cold for hours and hours without being in the refrigerator?
You can even leave it lying in the sun all morning on a hot day and it won’t
go runny!”
“But that’s impossible!” said little Charlie, staring at his grandfather. “Of
course it’s impossible!” cried Grandpa Joe. “It’s completely absurd! But Mr
Willy Wonka has done it! “Quite right!” the others agreed, nodding their
heads. “Mr Wonka has done it.”
“And then again,” Grandpa Joe went on speaking very slowly now so that
Charlie wouldn’t miss a word, “Mr Willy Wonka can make marshmallows
that taste of violets, and rich caramels that change colour every ten
seconds as you suck them, and little feathery sweets that melt away
deliciously the moment you put them between your lips. He can make
chewing-gum that never loses its taste, and sugar balloons that you can
blow up to enormous sizes before you pop them with a pin and gobble
them up. And, by a most secret method, he can make lovely blue birds’
eggs with black spots on them, and when you put one of these in your
mouth, it gradually gets smaller and smaller until suddenly there is
nothing left except a tiny little pink sugary baby bird sitting on the tip of
your tongue.”
Can you invent a sweet that would impress Willy Wonka? What
fantastic ideas could you create!
Record your ideas in the grid below. Use the pdf ‘design a sweet’ to help
you with your ideas. Present your ideas to someone in your family – how
can you make it sound so delicious and wonderful that someone would be

sure to buy it. Use Wow adjectives and alliteration to make it sound
delicious.
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sweet:

My sweet’s
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qualities:
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A tongue
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